
Due diligence - what?

You may have an idea of the value of your business, but like most things in life, the devil is in the detail. Once you have 
an interested buyer they will leave no stone unturned to understand the real value of the business.  If the buyer doesn’t 
like what they find, they may walk away from the purchase or they may use it as a reason to re-negotiate the price.

We can prepare your business now so you can optimise the value of the business, speed up the sales process and 
make it less stressful.

The key is understanding what buyers will be looking for when they undertake their Due Diligence.
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Due diligence is the process by which potential buyers scrutinise a business to establish whether an acquisition is really 
worth pursuing and to ensure the price is right and they are paying what they should be paying for the business. Often a 
lengthy and somewhat agonising process which can leave sellers frazzled and, if the sale does not proceed, 
unexpectedly out of pocket. 

Can you start this process earlier?

Yes. 

It is never too early to start considering and planning for a sale, putting your house in order and/ or simply reassessing 
your business to establish areas of potential weakness so that you can look at de-risking your business. Getting your 
house in order now and ahead of pursuing a sale, allows you to easily provide potential buyers with the key information 
they will need before they even ask and pre-empt and sort out potential issues before they can become show-
stoppers. In any event now is an ideal time to review your contracts and governance in light of the changes to the UK 
economy arising from Covid and in anticipation of Brexit.

Why not be a pro-active seller?
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How can we help?

Our team has extensive experience in advising business owners on selling their business so they can realise the value 
they have created. For many this is something that they may do once in a lifetime, so getting it right is crucial. 
Planning early and addressing any potential buyer concerns, often means that when you come to sell your 
business it will be a more attractive prospect to a potential buyer.

Our team includes specialist corporate, commercial, intellectual property, employment and commercial property 
lawyers.  All of whom are highly experienced in advising on both acquisition and disposal of businesses.  Together our 
team of specialists can look at every facet of your business.

We will work with you for a fixed fee to review some of the key areas in your business which a buyer might look at. We 
can work with you to identify and plan how to address any potential weaknesses your business may have.

Let us sit down with you (in person or remotely) and undertake an initial review of your:

• Corporate governance, share history and statutory books
• Systems and processes
• Contracts – standard terms and conditions, supplier contracts, customer contracts, employment contracts
• Assets, including intellectual property and commercial property

When you come to sell your business or company it is not just the shiny exterior that a buyer sees but rather the whole 
thing including any issues that lurk within. 

We can take a look at your business and work with you to identify and address any potential weaknesses so that you can be a 
step ahead for a fixed fee of £1,000 plus VAT for an initial half day consultation.

Talk to us

To find out more about how we can help you and your business, please contact one of the following advisors: 

We understand that any corporate transaction, big or small, is business-critical to you, requiring advisers who are 
committed to working with you to deliver the best deal possible. We can help you start that process today.
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